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Let Competition and Choice Check Wireless ETFs
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Early termination fees (ETF) in wireless device and service contracts are back in the
news. Just last week, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) sent a letter to
Verizon Wireless seeking information concerning the wireless operator's policies and
practices regarding ETFs.i Some of the questions relate to Verizon's ETF consumer
disclosure practices and some relate to the cost and pricing of the wireless devices to
which the ETFs apply. Moreover, a Senator recently sent a letter to Verizon Wireless'
CEO to criticize its optional, prorated ETF in new contracts for one of the latest and
more advanced smartphones. According to Sen. Amy Klobuchar, the ETF increase to
$350 for certain new smartphones is "anti-consumer and anti-competitive."ii
Now nobody likes to pay higher fees, even optional higher fees. But the apparent good
intentions animating ETF-critics' call for regulation ignores the other side of the
equation – the pro-consumer benefits of ETFs that reduce or eliminate the up-front cost
of wireless devices and make the devices more economically feasible for consumers.
ETFs are a common term of use or feature in consumer contracts for a wide variety of
products and services.iii In the context of wireless, ETFs allow carriers to make new cell
phones and smartphones available to consumers on a more economical basis. For
instance, AT&T subsidized the 3G iPhone to the tune of $325 when it was first
released.iv This allowed early adopters to obtain an 8-gigabyte 3G iPhone for $199 or a
16-gig version for $299.v For more basic cell phones, ETFs allow consumers to obtain
new phones at zero down. (Even a non-economist can understand the cost to design,
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manufacture, and make available the phone is greater than zero.) ETFs give carriers
certainty that they will recapture their subsidy of wireless devices from consumers who
enjoy the lower up-front cost.
Cell phone and smartphone contracts with ETFs are now almost universally optional for
consumers. They can choose to pay the full cost retail cost of the wireless device or
chose a subsidized device as part of a service contract with an ETF. In fact, at an FCC
hearing last year,vi spokespersons for wireless, cable and DBS all testified that their
industries give consumers a choice of whether to enter into service contracts with ETFs
or not.vii As recent studies and analyses have pointed to the dynamic marketplace for
wireless,viii consumers not only have the choice of whether to enter into a wireless
service contract with an ETF, they also have choice among competing carriers offering
optional ETFs.
What’s more, wireless carriers prorate ETFs over the life of the service contract. ix
Consumers that terminate service with their contracted wireless carrier further into the
life of the contract are assessed a reduced fee. Despite this, some ETF-critics take issue
with the amount of the fee and the pace of the prorating. x It is sometimes contended
that the fee exceeds the amount of the carrier’s subsidy or the value of the device and
service. But whether the argument is that ETFs should be lower or that they should
prorate more quickly during the life of the contract, one must ask who, rightfully, should
be deciding what the value of wireless devices or services is or what price should be
charged to consumers.
To the extent that an ETF might exceed the supposed value of the wireless device or
service, at that point the ETF is simply a more expensive price option. ETFs are
essentially a price component of cell phones and wireless services. (In 2005, CTIA
submitted to the FCC a petition seeking a declaration that ETFs are "rates charged"
under federal law and exempt from state regulation,xi but it withdrew the petition earlier
this year.xii) Legislation or regulation that set ETF amounts or prorating schedules are
therefore a type of price control. ETF critics apparently have strong disagreement with
wireless carriers over the perceived value of wireless devices and services. Yet, as
economist and Noble laureate Friedrich Hayek oft observed, there is no absolute or fixed
value of a product or service since personal preferences of consumers all differ and
market supply and demand is constantly adapting to changing circumstances.xiii When
there is a disagreement over the value and price of products and services in a
competitive marketplace, the market itself is the proper mechanism for ascertaining
value and price.
If a wireless device and service contract accompanied by an ETF is popular with
consumers (who readily choose the ETF contract over competitive options), legislative
or regulatory interference—however well intended—is short-sighted paternalism. In a
dynamic marketplace such as wireless, market mechanisms and not political
mechanisms best allow prices to reflect changing supply and demand.
Perhaps the most heavy-handed position suggested against ETFs is an outright ban. At
last year's FCC meeting, one state public utility commissioner insisted that the FCC
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outlaw ETFs—in the name of protecting consumers.xiv As I listened to this state
commissioner testify from the audience, I carried in my pocket a brand new cell phone
obtained for free as part of a two-year wireless service contract with an ETF. The
contract's price and terms were attractive enough to lure me away from a larger,
competing carrier. Had the state commissioner’s position been adopted, consumer
choice would have been seriously reduced. And I would not have been enjoying the new
phone or more attractive service.
An altogether separate matter that has emerged in a number of federal and state
lawsuits involving wireless ETFs is the existence of fraud or unfair and deceptive trade
practices.xv The results of such litigation, some of which has resulted in large classaction settlements, have primarily focused on informed consent of customers
concerning ETFs or the prorating of fees in respective service contracts. None of the
cases have found the ETFs themselves to be unfair or otherwise impermissible. Now,
with the issuance of last week's letters of inquiry to Verizon, the FCC is seeking
information concerning Verizon Wireless' consumer disclosure practices, as well
information relating to the cost and pricing of the devices to which ETFs apply.
As with any other consumer product or service, wireless devices and service should be
marketed and delivered in a way that provides consumers with adequate information to
make an informed choice. It is not clear, however, whether such information disclosure
practices ought properly to be within the domain of the FCC, as opposed to the Federal
Trade Commission.
In any event, in the currently dynamic wireless marketplace, certainly with respect to
the substance of the ETF terms, competition is the best check and balance on ETFs,
giving consumers a greater number of affordable choices than they otherwise would
have. Legislative or regulatory actions that, in effect, amount to price regulation in a
market that earlier this year the FCC declared effectively competitivexvi would not only
be paternalistic, but counterproductive and innovation-stifling overkill as well.
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